History of original corner establishment:

This corner was set originally by G.I.O. They set a 13"x8"x6" stone for ½ Corner.

"33.00 Brook, 10 links wide, runs S.W.
40.00 Set stone 13"x8"x6" for ½ Corner
50.00 Top of ridge, bears E. & W."

(Contract Survey)

Description of corner evidence found:

I could find no evidence of the original stone as the area had been recently logged over. The calls to the brook and the top (very pronounced) ridge do not check by some 100 feet. I did find a 4"x4" post and 2 BT's set by N. Whitmore in 1968 as an approximate ½ corner. I believe he ran a staff compass line to set this.

Description of monument and accessories I established to perpetuate the original location of this corner:

I set a 2"x30" Iron pipe with a flared bottom and a brasscap riveted to the top marked: T.5S.
R.11W. R.10W.
½
S36/S31
1971
0.1 S. 816

Based on a single proportionate measurement between the two section corners.

I tied to the existing BT's and placed new tags and painted a red band on them:
42" Hemlock stump N.44°W. 392½ ft.
(Visible scribing "½ S36ST")
28" Hemlock N.30°E. 502½ ft.

I erected a stone mound around the brasscap and set 6 foot steel posts 4 feet North and 4 feet East with "Attention" and "Property Boundary" signs on them.
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